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 One owner

bound by result in another case in
which he was
not Involved
because the
issues were
the same and
the litigants
were his Association and
corporate
representatives, thereby
binding him.
 Court prop-

erly awards
prevailing
party attorney’s fees to
both parties
to a suit—one
as to a claim
for an injunction, and one
as to a claim
for contempt
of court.

THE INFORMASUMMARY IN NATURE, FOR
EDUCATIONAL
PURPOSES. IT IS
NOT INTENDED AS
SPECIFIC OR DETAILED LEGAL
ADVICE. ALWAYS
SEEK INDEPENDENT LEGAL COUNSEL FOR ADVICE
ON YOUR UNIQUE
SITUATION.
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One proposed bill is championed by CAI-FLA,
the statewide legislative action committee of
the Community Association Institute. It is still
in search of a sponsor. The concept is very
simple: regardless of the language of the
governing documents of the community, if a
property owner becomes more than 90 days
delinquent in an obligation owed to that
owner’s community association, the association may deny the property owner the right to
rent his or her property. Any lease
of property would be voidable by
the association.
The proposal is considered fair
because the association has to render services that make the unit and its amenities desirable for occupancy by tenants and
guests and it would be unreasonable to allow
a delinquent owner to profit from the efforts of
the association without paying the owner’s
share of the cost of upkeep, insurance and
the like.
Of course, there are interests who would be
opposed to this simple and equitable concept.
Those who rent vacation properties for others, including large emerging companies
such as Airbnb would be inclined to object to
any change in law that gives community associations leverage over short-term rentals.
CAI-FLA has been shopping the bill in Tallahassee, and while it has received understanding nods from legislators, it has yet to
receive a commitment of sponsorship. This
should not be the case given the broad constituency who would benefit from the passage
of such a bill. When some owners do not
pay, the rest of the members of a community
association bear the burden of the unpaid
obligation. So those who would benefit by
passage comprise the vast majority of residential property owners throughout Florida.

In contrast HB297(Perry) is a bill to benefit
the builders and contractors of the state of
Florida. Its sole purpose is to make it harder
to bring claims for construction defects. In
2006 the Florida legislature shortened the
Statute of Repose from 15 to 10 years. (The
Statute of Repose is like a super Statute of
Limitations, in that it operates to cut off all
claims regardless of type and regardless of
circumstances.) In 2015 the builders and
contractors attempted—unsuccessfully
— to further reduce the Statute of Repose from 10 years to seven years. This
year they are trying a slightly less ambitious approach. They are seeking to
“clarify” one of the triggering events that
causes the 10 year period to run. Currently,
the 10 years starts to run:
….after the date of actual possession by the
owner, the date of the issuance of a certificate of occupancy, the date of abandonment
of construction if not completed, or the date
of completion or termination of the contract between the professional engineer,
registered architect, or licensed contractor
and his or her employer, whichever date is
latest…. (Emphasis supplied)
Because of a recent case HB297 proposes
to define the date of “completion of the contract” as the last date services are rendered— excluding time used to correct deficiencies in previous work— and not when
final payment is made for those services,
which is when the court found the contract
was completed.
If adopted, the 10 years will start to run when
the contractor declares he has completed
work, even if the work is shoddy and requires
substantial correction. Can you guess which
of these two bills will pass in 2016?
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Community Counsel

RECENT CASE SUMMARIES

In Udick vs. Harbor Hills Development, L.P., 40 Fla. L. Weekly D2607a (Fla. 5th DCA, November 20, 2015) Owner was
an owner of property in the Harbor Hills development and a member of Association. Association consists of residential
lots, recreational facilities and property with commercial zoning. Harbor Hills is governed by its Association, which has a
board of directors under developer’s control. Association is maintained by the payment of assessments by property owners in accordance with the Amended Declaration. In 2010 a dispute arose concerning how properties had been assessed
under the formula established in the Amended Declaration. In an effort to clarify the method of assessments, Developer
recorded a second amendment which, among other things, reduced the assessments paid for each Developer-owned residential lot, thereby increasing assessments paid by all other owners. Unhappy with Developer’s resolution to the dispute,
two owners in the community, Larry Bell and Esther Line, filed a derivative action against Developer and several directors
(Bell/Line Lawsuit). Among other things, the Bell/Line lawsuit contested the validity of the second amendment. Owner in
the instant lawsuit, although aware of the Bell/Line lawsuit, did not elect to intervene or otherwise participate in the Bell/
Line lawsuit. While the Bell/Line lawsuit was pending, but before the bench trial, Owner filed the instant action alleging
various causes of action, all related to the validity of the second amendment. The trial court in the Bell/Line lawsuit determined that the second amendment was valid. In the instant action, Developer moved for summary judgment arguing that
the judgment in the Bell/Line lawsuit bound Owner in the instant lawsuit and the principles of res judicata applied, precluding Owner from again challenging the validity of the second amendment. The trial court agreed and entered summary
judgment against Owner. On appeal to the Fifth District Court of Appeal, the appellate court noted that a derivative lawsuit, such as the Bell/Line lawsuit, is a cause of action on behalf of a stockholder or member to enforce a right of action
that exists on behalf of the corporation. Owner argued that as a general rule a judgment or decree among parties to a lawsuit resolves issues as among them, but it does not conclude the rights of strangers to those proceedings. However, the
appellate court noted that there is an exception when it can be said that there is “privity” between a party to the second
lawsuit and a party who is bound by an earlier judgment. Because the real plaintiff in a derivative action is the corporation,
differing groups of shareholders who can potentially stand in the corporation’s stead are in privity for the purposes of issue
preclusion. The appellate court affirmed the trial court, finding that Bell and Line were privies of the nondeveloper members in bringing their action, and the judgment rendered in that case was binding upon Owner in the instant action.

In Environ Towers I Condominium Association, Inc., vs. Hokenstrom, 40 Fla. L. Weekly D2586a (Fla. 4th DCA, November 18, 2015) a dispute arose between Association and Owners alleging that one of the Owners did not meet the 55+
age restriction provided in the governing documents. Association filed suit to enforce the age restriction and demanding
that the non-compliant Owner vacate the unit. Association also sought an award of attorneys’ fees in the injunction action.
Association prevailed and the court entered an order requiring Owner to vacate the unit within 30 days of the date of the
order. That order was affirmed by the appellate court in an earlier appeal. During the earlier injunction appeal, Association filed a motion for contempt. The trial found Owner in contempt and ordered her to vacate. Owner appealed the contempt order and the appellate court reversed, finding that the language of the contempt order was too vague. Association
was awarded attorneys’ fees on the injunction appeal, pending Association prevailing in the trial court. Owner was
awarded attorneys’ fees in the contempt appeal, pending owner prevailing in the trial court. Both parties moved for attorneys’ fees in the trial court. The trial court held that Association prevailed on the injunction issue and awarded fees to Association. However, the trial court also ruled that Owner prevailed on the contempt issue, and awarded fees to Owner. On
appeal, the appellate court rejected Association’s argument that there can be but one prevailing party in enforcement litigation between an Association and a unit Owner. The appellate court ordered the reinstatement of that portion of fees
awarded to Association attributable to the injunction appeal and held that Owner was entitled to prevailing party fees in the
contempt portion of the action, including the contempt appeal.
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